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Overview of SAT External Load Processing 
Most campuses request and receive electronic test results from the various testing agencies.  The ability to 
receive external test score data and post it to your database is integral to evaluating applicants. 

There are many different external test data files that you can load (such as ACT, ELM/EPT, AP, and 
SAT). You use a page to load each external test data file.  These pages are very similar to each other in 
the way they look and work.  This Business Process Guide will deal directly with the loading of SAT test 
scores and related information. 

Your set up must be completed prior to SAT External Load Processing.  Please refer to the test score 
processing setup guide. 

To Process External Test Score Data: 

1. Load electronic SAT test files into PeopleSoft suspense tables from a file in your directory.  
Besides test scores, there is voluntary student information that is loaded into additional 
PeopleSoft tables 

2. You should now review and edit the suspense tables and determine if there were any errors in the 
electronic file. Every record must have a value of Complete on the SAT Suspense – Process 
Options page before proceeding to the next step. Errors found here can either be corrected in the 
electronic file and reloaded, or manually entered through PeopleSoft.  Please note that some 
errors found here may have to be corrected in the electronic file and then reloaded.  This step is 
important as you may have received a corrupted file or the file layout may have changed and 
software updates from PeopleSoft have not been applied. 

3. Run the SAT Search/Match and Post process. This process may be run as two separate steps or 
both at once. For purposes of this guide we will discuss them as separate processes. The 
search/match process determines if this person already exists or if this is a new person and 
Bio/Demo data needs to be created.  If multiple matches are found (such as two people with the 
same last name and birth date) the loaded record is left in suspense. 

4. You are required to review the suspense records at this point and determine the correct match in 
the database for those students whom have possible multiple matches.  You will manually run 
search/match and if you determine the correct match enter the EMPLID in the suspense page. If 
you determine this person does not exist, then change the search flag in the suspense record and a 
new Bio/Demo record will be created in the next process. 

5. Run the post process to load your SAT test scores into Test Tables and Test Components that you 
have specified in your setup.  The Test Tables and Components can be utilized in the admission 
evaluation process.  Note: CSU has developed a process to create Prospect data for individuals 
who have not previously had Prospect data.   

6. Purge the suspense files after the posting process is complete, prior to loading a new electronic 
SAT file, to avoid confusion.  It is important that you purge the suspense files as a new load 
merges with any existing load, increasing processing time and making management of your test 
score load difficult. 

7. Review the additional student/candidate information that is populated into separate set of tables 
during the load process.  The pages to view this data are called Student Data Questionnaire.  
These pages include optional responses to questions asked by SAT including Financial Aid 
interest, sports activity, and much more information.  These tables are not deleted during the 
purge process and are available for query and reports to utilize in your recruiting efforts. 
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Finally you may now view and update prospect and test result pages as well as generate 3C’s in your 
PeopleSoft prospect and admission modules.  Please refer to the appropriate business process documents 
to learn how to do this. 

If you receive test scores in paper form or you wish to manually enter scores because of errors in the load 
process, you may do this through the test results pages.  Remember though, if a potential applicant is not 
already in your database you must at least enter Bio/Demo and Prospect data before you can enter test 
results. 
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Process Prerequisites/Assumptions 

Prerequisite/Assumption Detail 

Sat Test File To run an external test data load process, you must load the file and 
enter the directory path where the test data file is stored (such as 
\Temp\test files\SAT), so you must know where the test data file resides 
in your directory. If you do NOT have FTP access to a server, and 
the file will be on the desktop machine, then it will be necessary to 
run the load process using a client or 3 or 2-Tier Connection.  

Select Run Control The process name and the run control should be the same. 

SAT Test Parameters Test Components & Test Tables are setup prior to running the process. 

Processes need to run on the 
Client not on the Web 

Need to use the stoplight to run process on the client. 

Search/Match Review and understand the manual Search/Match process. 

 

1.0 SAT Load External Data 
Use the SAT Load External Data pages to set up the load parameters for each test and to designate the 
directory location of the test data that you are loading SAT Load/Edit Parms. 
List of Pages Associated with SAT Load External Data 

• Home  Develop Enrollment  Process External Data  Proc S-Z  SAT Load External Data 
 SAT Load/Edit Parms 

• Home  Develop Enrollment  Process External Data  Proc S-Z  SAT Load External Data 
 SAT II Test Code Parms 

• Home  Develop Enrollment  Process External Data  Proc S-Z  SAT Load External Data 
 Process Scheduler Request 

 

1.1 SAT Load/Edit Parms 
Navigation:  Home  Develop Enrollment  Process External Data  Proc S-Z  SAT Load 
External Data SAT Load/Edit Parms 
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1.1.1 Processing Sequence 
1. Enter directory information for test data that you are loading. 

2. Verify that all test parameters fields are populated. 

3. Verify that the Test ID is different for each test. 

4. Select the Run to start the process.  

5. SAT Old should be different than SAT I Test ID as PeopleSoft recenters the old scores. 

 

1.2 SAT Test Code Parms 

Navigation:  Home  Develop Enrollment  Process External Data  Proc S-Z  SAT Load 
External Data SAT II Test Code Parms 
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Use this page to designate the test code components your campus defined to post instead of the delivered 
test data codes. 

1.2.1 Steps for Processing Data  
1. Verify that the Test ID is different from the Test ID on the first page. 

2. Verify that all Test Components fields are populated.  

3. Select the Run to start the process. 

4. Select “OK” to start the process of loading the data files. 

5. Once the process starts, you can monitor the progress through the Process Scheduler, the SQR is 
ADSATLOD.  When the process is completed, the Run Status will show Success. 

Note: If you are adding test codes for a new Run Control ID, the page does not list any test codes. 
Click the ‘Retrieve Test Codes’ button to copy the codes from the test code table.  
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Click on OK and the page below will be displayed.  

 
Click on the Refresh button to update the Run Status until you get ‘Success’ 
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2.0 Reviewing SAT Suspense File for Load Errors 
You will need to review the suspense files that were generated by the download for errors to records that 
were suspended.   

Once you have gotten to the SAT Suspense page for a student, you have the option to correct or edit. One 
important thing to remember is that any changes will only be posted to the bio/demo data and test score 
data in your database. Consequently, any data in the suspense tables won’t affect your database until the 
data is posted.  

2.1 SAT Suspense 
Navigation:  Home  Develop Enrollment  Process External Data  Use G-Z  SAT Suspense 

 Process Options 
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2.1.1 Steps for Reviewing Suspense Data for Load Errors 
Load errors can be corrected by either changing the electronic input file and reloading, updating the 
record through PeopleSoft, or by manually entering the test data on the Test Results page.  

1. To make updates through PeopleSoft, enter Error in Edit Processing Option field on the search 
dialog page of the suspense component and click the Search button.   

2. Go into each suspense record and correct the errors.  The load process will indicate which value 
or values were missing or invalid in the load by selecting the appropriate check boxes in the Error 
Indicators group box (also on the Process Options page). Find the field that contains the missing 
or invalid value and enter a valid value on the following pages:  

Bio/Demo: Use bio/demo pages in the suspense components to review and edit biographical and 
demographic data loaded through the external test data load. Use this page to edit the person's last name, 
first name, and birth date, if the external data load omitted these values.  

SAT I Tests, SAT II Test Data and SAT Old Test: Use test data pages in the suspense components to 
review and edit the Test Date loaded through the external test data load. You can edit the Test Date if the 
external data load omitted this value.  

SAT I Tests, SAT II Tests and SAT Old Test: Use test data pages in the suspense components to 
review and edit the Test Components loaded through the external test data load. You can edit the Test 
Components if the external data load omitted these values.  

SDQ Info: Use SDQ Info page in the suspense components to review and edit the HS Grad Date loaded 
through the external test data load. You can edit the HS Grad Date if the external data load omitted this 
value.  
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3. Once a valid value has been entered for the fields that were missing or incorrect, save the 
component. The Edit field on the Process Options page should now display Complete. 

 

3.0 SAT Search/Match Post Scores 
After the data files have been loaded successfully, you now want to perform Search/Match and post the 
exam scores to the suspense file 
List of Pages Associated with SAT Load External Data 

• Home  Develop Enrollment  Process External Data  Proc S-Z  SAT Search/Match/Post 
Scores  SAT Post Parms 

• Home  Develop Enrollment  Process External Data  Proc S-Z  SAT Search/Match/Post 
Scores  SAT Search/Match Parms 

3.1 SAT Post Parms 
Navigation:  Home  Develop Enrollment  Process External Data  Proc S-Z  SAT 
Search/Match/Post Scores  SAT Post Parms 

 

3.1.1 Processing Sequence 
1. Choose what Execution Option to run the process.   

• Search, Match and Post – Select this option if you want the process to search the database 
for records that match the suspense record and post the suspense data to the database. This is 
the recommended option. 

• Post Only - Select this option if you only want to post the suspense data to your database.  If 
you choose to use this option, Search/Match must have already been previously run. 

• Search and Match - Select this option if you only want to run the search and match process 
on the suspense file to check for duplicates in the database. You will need to run the post 
process at another time. 
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2. You need to choose whether to run the process for a single record or for the entire suspense file. 

3. The Data Source is how the information was received. Data source is a required value on the Test 
Results page.  Values for this field are delivered as translate values. These translate values can be 
modified. 

4. Select the address type that you want the process to assign to the new address on the Addresses 
page in the Bio/Demo component. Address types are delivered as translate values that can be 
modified. 

 

3.2 SAT Search/Match Parms 
Use the search/match parameters pages to set up the search/match/post parameters. These are the 
parameters that direct the search/match/post process when it processes suspense files. This page is the 
same for all external test score data loads. 

 
Navigation:  Home  Develop Enrollment  Process External Data  Proc S-Z  SAT 
Search/Match/Post Scores  SAT Search/Match Parms 

 

3.2.1 Processing Sequence 

1. Select one of the following options to specify what the search/match/post process should do when 
it does find a matching record in your database.  “New” is assumed when none of the chosen 
criteria finds a match. 

• Add – The personal data will be added and an EMPLID will be generated. 

• Update – A single match was found.  This option will create a new effective dated address 
row and new rows in the Test Results tables. 

• Suspend – The unmatched record will remain in the suspense file and will need to be 
reviewed by an end user.  Note:  Some campuses suspend all matches and manually verify 
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matches to ensure that test scores are not posted to the wrong students.  You need to be 
careful here – If you chose update on a name only match, it is very possible to load test scores 
to the wrong student. 

• Ignore – Selecting this option will mark the record to be purged.  At this point you need to 
manually run Search/Match and try to determine the correct matching person in the database. 

2. Select the Traffic light on the Tool Bar.  The Process Scheduler will run the ADSATPST.SQR. 

 

4.0 Reviewing Sat Suspense File  
You will need to review the suspense files that were generated by the download for errors to records that 
were suspended.   

4.1 SAT Suspense 
Navigation:  Home  Develop Enrollment  Process External Data  Use G-Z  SAT Suspense 

 

 
Select the Student that you want to review. 
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Choose which option you want to use when you post. The PeopleSoft table below provides you with the 
information you need to make the appropriate choice.  

 

Value Meaning How Set 

Error The posting process encountered a problem. Set by the system during the 
search/match/post process. 

The system was unable to find a match in the database 
and will add a record with a new ID to your database when 
you run the search/match/post process.  

Set by the system during the 
search/match process if no match was 
found in your database (only when you 
run search/match and post and 
different times). 

New ID Add 

When set manually, means that the process identified a 
match and the user determined manually that no 
duplication exists. When the user runs the 
search/match/post process again, the process creates a 
new record and generates an ID, which it displays in the 
ID field on the Bio/Demo page.  

Set manually. 

No Action Search/match/post and purge suspense file processes will 
ignore the record if this value is entered. 

Set manually. 

Purge Indicates that this suspense record will be removed from 
the system during the purge suspense file process. 

Set by the system during the 
search/match/post process if the 
record was successfully processed. 
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The search/match/post process found a matching ID in the 
database. The process will update the matching records 
with the data from this suspense record. 

Set by the system during the 
search/match process if a match was 
found in the database and if your 
search parameters define that an 
update should occur in this situation 
(only when you run search/match and 
post and different times). 

Update ID 

When set manually, means that the process identified a 
match and the user determined manually that duplication 
exists. The system makes available the ID field on the 
Bio/Demo page. Select the ID that you want the 
search/match/post process to update. You must save the 
page and run the search/match/post process to update the 
record. 

Set manually. 

Wait Search This record is in the suspense file and is waiting to be 
processed by the search/match/post process. 

Set by the system during the load 
external data process. 

 
 

 

4.1.1 Steps for Reviewing Suspense Data 
1. Load errors can only be corrected by updating the electronic input file.  You should enter these 

manually.  In the search dialog page of the suspense component, enter Error in the Edit 
Processing Option field and click the Search button.  This check should be done after step 1.0 
Load External Data and is completed and before the Search/Match Post process. 

2. To review if a record is a no match or an error, in the search dialog page of the suspense 
component, enter Complete in the Edit Process Option field and Perform in the Search/Match 
Process Option field.  You should also check errors in the Search/Match process option.  Then 
click the Search button.  Will only display those suspense records that went through the 

EMPLID 
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search/match/post process but did not get posted.  The reason the search/match/post process did 
not post the records is because it found a match or multiple matches based on your setup on the 
search/match page.  Use on-line Search Match to look up the bio/demo information that matches 
the suspense record and decide whether a person who matches the incoming data already exists in 
the system.  Next decide whether you want the search/match/post process to add the bio/demo 
and test record to your database, update an existing record, or ignore the suspense record.  To 
update the record you must enter the EMPLID on the Bio/Demo page. 

3. Run the search/match/post process again.   

4. The process posts the suspense records that are flagged to post.  The search/match/post process 
assigns a new emplid and test scores to non-matched records and updates test score data for 
matched records.   

Note: To view who was added with new Emplids, enter “Complete” in the Edit Process Option, 
“Complete” in the Search/Match Process and “New ID Add” in the Post Processing Option. 

 

5.0 Creating Prospect Records 
This page is a CSU Baseline customization to map the test agency’s major code to the Academic Program 
and Plan in PeopleSoft.  

5.1 CSU Test Major Translation 
Navigation:  Home  CSU SA Baseline  CSU Admissions  Setup  CSU Test Major 
Translation 

 
 

5.1.1 Steps for setting up for Test Major Translation 
1. This page is for mapping of test agency’s major code to the Academic Program and Academic 

Plan in PeopleSoft.  By using the plus or minus icon you can add or delete as many lines as 
appropriate. 
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5.2 The CSU Test Scores Prospect Load 
This page is a CSU Baseline customization to take data from the delivered test suspense tables and create 
prospect tables. 
 
Navigation:  Home  CSU SA Baseline  CSU Admissions  Process  CSU Test Score 
Prospects Load 
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5.2.1 Steps for Processing Prospects 
1. The campuses must setup the CSU Test Score Process page prior to running the process.  The 

informational fields on this page will populate the delivered PeopleSoft Prospect components. 

2. Once the page is populated with the desired criteria, depress the RUN button to start the process. 

3. After the process has ran successfully, the prospect information can be verified on the Prospect 
components. 

6.0 SAT Purge Suspense Files 

The purge parameters pages are used to purge suspense records and test score messages.  This page is the 
same for all external test score data suspense records.  It is always recommended to purge the suspense 
tables that have been posted to the database before you run another external test load. 

6.1 SAT Purge Parms 
Navigation:  Home  Develop Enrollment  Process External Data  Proc S-Z  SAT Purge 
Suspense Files  SAT Purge Parms 
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6.1.1 Steps for Purging Suspense Data 
1. Need to select what option for Purge Processing Parameters. 

• All Suspense Rows - Choose this option if you want to purge all of the records in your 
suspense table.  This option would ignore all other statuses on the Process Options page. 

• Marked Suspense Rows - Choose this option if you only want to purge those records in your 
suspense file marked Purge in the Post field on the Process Options page. If you are not sure 
if there are still suspense records that need to be processed also choose this option. The purge 
process will only delete suspense records with Purge in the Post field on the Process Options 
page. 

2. Need to select what option for Message Suspense Rows. 

• Retain Associated Messages – Choose this option if you want to save messages/data that are 
linked to the suspense records you are purging. 

• Remove Associated Messages – Choose this option if you want to delete messages/data that 
are linked to the suspense records you are purging. 

3. Select the traffic light on the tool bar to run the process. 

 

7.0 Tracking Test Results for Applicants and Prospects 
You can use the Test Results page to manually enter test scores and related test information for a person. 
If a potential applicant is not already in your database you must at least enter Bio/Demo and Prospect data 
before you can enter test results. 

 

7.1 Test Results 
Navigation:  Home  Develop Enrollment  Process External Data  Use A-F  Test Results 
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Click on the student you want to review and the page below will be displayed. 
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7.1.1 Steps for Entering Test Results 
1. Enter a Test ID of SAT to record test data for the Scholastic Aptitude Test.  

2. Enter the test score data for a prospect or applicant.  

Note: Once test data is entered, you can use the Academic Test Summary page to look up a summary of 
academic test information for prospects and applicants. 

 

 


